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SUMMARY

Provoking both unprecedented shifts in demand and new uncertainties  

in production and distribution of essential medications, the COVID-19 

pandemic has revealed the fragility of the U.S. drug supply in a public 

health crisis.  Documented shortages in recent months have included 

medications used to treat COVID-19 itself, medications used in intensive 

care, and medications for related conditions. These shortages point to 

serious vulnerabilities in the pharmaceutical supply chain that can  

compromise the response to future crises as well as new waves of the 

current epidemic that may be yet to come.

Focusing on issues in pharmaceutical production and distribution, this 

White Paper reviews 6 specific problems, surveys actions taken to date, 

and recommends 7 additional steps to address them.
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POLICY PROBLEMS
PROBLEM 1:   
Unexpected increases in  
demand for critical medications

The COVID-19 pandemic has led to shortages of 

drug products needed to directly mitigate the 

infection, to support life, or to control related con-

ditions (Table 1). While most non-crisis shortages 

originate in problems with a drug’s production, 

drug shortages that have been triggered by the 

COVID-19 epidemic have been mostly driven by 

increases in demand for certain categories of 

pharmaceuticals. Such demand increases were 

unexpected and of great magnitude, exceeding the 

capacity of manufacturers of maintaining adequate 

supply levels of these pharmaceuticals. 

     Drug shortages have been plaguing the US 

market in the last decade, and low-cost generics 

have been the drugs most at risk.1 At the onset of 

the HHS-declared emergency status on January 

31, 2020, there were over one hundred drugs in 

nationwide shortage according to the FDA. Most 

drugs needed to treat Covid-19 patients - life-sup-

porting drugs such as vasopressors, sedatives, 

injectable solutions, and others - are generic, low-

cost products that were already at risk of shortag-

es or had experienced shortages before the start 

of the epidemic. 

     From the perspective of drug shortages, the 

Covid-19 epidemic has represented an acute 

stressor on an ongoing problem, prompted by the 

unexpected increase in demand.

PROBLEM 2:   
Disruption of production of critical 
medications

The high demand driven by the COVID-19 emer-

gency has exhausted existing2 inventories of drug 

products and raw materials. Most manufacturing 

companies produce enough drugs and drug ingre-

dients to meet the needs of their clients based on 

predetermined projections3, including manufactur-

ing quotas for sedatives and hypnotics issued by 

the Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA). The corona-

virus pandemic has expanded demand and lasted 

longer4 than anticipated by most drug 

manufacturers, and therefore drug inventories 

and manufacturing quotas have been depleted 

much faster than manufacturers and federal 

agencies could predict. 

    The United States imports many finished drug 

products and raw materials required for drug 

manufacture from Europe, India and China5, 

including active pharmaceutical ingredients 

(APIs). The shortages associated with the 

COVID-19 pandemic have affected both active 

pharmaceutical ingredients6 and finished 

pharmaceutical products. 

    China is a major source of active 

pharmaceutical ingredients7 for antibiotics, 

antihypertensives and antivirals. Due to the 

pandemic8, many factories in China had to close 

temporarily8, leading to a halt in production5 of 

active pharmaceutical ingredients and finished 

products. Some of these factories have since 

reopened8 but they are understaffed6 due to 

government instituted lock-downs and 

quarantined employees.6 Lock-downs have also 

led to shortage of raw materials6 needed for 

manu-facturing APIs because some suppliers 

have not resumed work.8 This has disrupted the 

production of certain drugs dispensed in the Unit.   

    Beyond shutdowns, travel bans9 complicate 

medication production. These bans have delayed 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1o9QPk1cwy1ZcRYuiE0MOvf1-PUgic6wa/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CdfazZvia-1mQpNIp9kpb2KlXydmvQt7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WPJUDHKXObDHPvnFdFK17UfUfC-m6PTc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10EJSFj7rMwQp8d-3t_tJ33BnQL-5TRmo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PNspj4KF1DBCiMwkeSNna9OYEr0sojtw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1o9QPk1cwy1ZcRYuiE0MOvf1-PUgic6wa/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1o9QPk1cwy1ZcRYuiE0MOvf1-PUgic6wa/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ByNp5I0G68_VWDOHwl6plqOYieOfCc70/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ByNp5I0G68_VWDOHwl6plqOYieOfCc70/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PNspj4KF1DBCiMwkeSNna9OYEr0sojtw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PNspj4KF1DBCiMwkeSNna9OYEr0sojtw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1o9QPk1cwy1ZcRYuiE0MOvf1-PUgic6wa/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1o9QPk1cwy1ZcRYuiE0MOvf1-PUgic6wa/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1o9QPk1cwy1ZcRYuiE0MOvf1-PUgic6wa/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DvNgcAAixjlcGwnzCGreWfuMDg4HRlRc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MQ_aqw4tkM-tWEGY0on_9aSMQsn68_dk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MQ_aqw4tkM-tWEGY0on_9aSMQsn68_dk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MQ_aqw4tkM-tWEGY0on_9aSMQsn68_dk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MQ_aqw4tkM-tWEGY0on_9aSMQsn68_dk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sloEknvSDd-SgWgQI_8savro0BGARxw4/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dS_m7iD0YC3MGp6v8xhNl9ipOIB4fvyD/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1o9QPk1cwy1ZcRYuiE0MOvf1-PUgic6wa/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MQ_aqw4tkM-tWEGY0on_9aSMQsn68_dk/view?usp=sharing
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shipping10 of previously approved raw materials 

from foreign countries to the United States, which 

has slowed drug assembly and contributed to 

drug shortages. One of the drugs that has been 

affected by these delays is propofol11, an 

anaesthetic used to maintain ventilation of 

COVID-19 patients. 

PROBLEM 3:  
Delayed regulatory oversight of 
medication production

The COVID-19 pandemic has slowed FDA 

oversight of drug production. Travel restrictions 

have pre-vented FDA officials from inspecting9 

drug man-ufacturing plants in China. During the 

COVID-19 epidemic, such restrictions have 

contributed to delays including in the release of 

products that are ready for shipping. The 

pandemic has also prompt-ed the FDA to 

postpone12 scheduled inspections of all foreign 

manufacturing plants, with an exception of those 

facilities that are considered high risk. As a result, 

there is the increased risk of inferior products 

entering the United States market. 

    Regulatory delays particularly affect 

medications that require special quality assurance 

procedures. For example, injectable drugs13 

undergo more rigorous review procedures13 to 

establish product quality and are especially 

susceptible13 to shortages. For example, 

Intravenous preparations4 have to undergo weeks 

of sterility testing before they are approved. The 

production of sedatives, hypnotics and pain 

control therapies depends on manufacturing 

quotas that are established by the DEA. These 

drugs are crucial to support critically-ill patients 

such as those with severe COVID-19 infection. An 

expansion of DEA-issued quotas is required 

before any increases in manufacturing capacity 

for such drugs may occur. In the event of a public 

health emergency, these may be difficult or take 

too long to obtain.

PROBLEM 4:  

Interruption of global trade in medicines

The pandemic has revealed the overdependence14 

of the United States on other countries for APIs 

and specific medications. In addition to the 

disruptions due to delays in foreign inspection, 

production, and transportation, countries may 

understandably choose to prevent the export of9 

pharmaceutical products in order to increase the 

supplies available to treat their own people. India, 

for example, halted the export of 26 drugs15 and 

13 APIs including paracetamol16 in the early stages 

of the epidemic to conserve drug supply for its 

own citizens.  

    Reliance on China for active pharmaceutical 

ingredients has been documented in the 2019 an-

nual report to Congress of the US China Economic 

and Security Review Commission.17 Reliance on 

sev-eral other countries was documented in a 

recent FDA shortage report.1 

PROBLEM 5:  
Limited understanding of local and 
demand-driven shortages

The Food & Drug Administration (FDA)18 maintains 

an online database of current and past drug 

shortages. However, the FDA focuses on moni-

toring shortages, using data from manufacturers, 

of drugs that have nationwide impact and that are 

driven by disruptions in drug production. The 

American Society of Health-System Pharmacists 

(ASHP)19 also maintains an online database 

of current and past drug shortages. The ASHP 

database includes signals coming from end-users 

such as pharmacies and providers; however, it still 

focuses on shortages of nationwide impact. The 

Covid-19 epidemic has revealed the difficulty of 

detecting shortages related to increased demand 

and shortages of a local nature. For such 

problems, capturing more detailed information 

from the end 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dS_m7iD0YC3MGp6v8xhNl9ipOIB4fvyD/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LGNt33trhecUWPOZa4kqvSGALWd2GM_5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sloEknvSDd-SgWgQI_8savro0BGARxw4/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17-5PHxzTN7CpxVhyDYFC9bN3wGtle73Q/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JY6M_tvGLYEKV_DnUkiutGF-rHnO_eOR/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JY6M_tvGLYEKV_DnUkiutGF-rHnO_eOR/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JY6M_tvGLYEKV_DnUkiutGF-rHnO_eOR/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10EJSFj7rMwQp8d-3t_tJ33BnQL-5TRmo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1snVXQ84SL-VH16DOGL2vqOSZeX01U-h6/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sloEknvSDd-SgWgQI_8savro0BGARxw4/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1g_0H8z8MKnZg3980q-fnUjP8-bKfiiFN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15WHcwaGcdz_gLvrhiq4LthycUwRUqpmX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15WHcwaGcdz_gLvrhiq4LthycUwRUqpmX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eEhH6DWshm3zeLXeFPU5BKulS5Rli-Hz/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eEhH6DWshm3zeLXeFPU5BKulS5Rli-Hz/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eEhH6DWshm3zeLXeFPU5BKulS5Rli-Hz/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CdfazZvia-1mQpNIp9kpb2KlXydmvQt7/view?usp=sharing
https://www.fda.gov/drugs/drug-safety-and-availability/drug-shortages
https://www.ashp.org/Drug-Shortages/Current-Shortages?loginreturnUrl=SSOCheckOnly
https://www.ashp.org/Drug-Shortages/Current-Shortages?loginreturnUrl=SSOCheckOnly
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users of the supply chain—hospitals and group 

purchasing organizations—at the local and state 

level is needed. 

    In late March, a letter sent20 to the Drug 

Enforce-ment Administration (DEA) by several 

professional organizations20 informing of 

shortages experienced by hospitals illustrated this 

problem. Information from Group Purchasing 

Organizations have also illustrated the regional 

profile of shortages. For example, one drug, 

norepinephrine, has been associated with 

increased mortality when in shortage21, and was 

reported as a shortage early in the pandemic. But, 

though hospitals reported increased demand and 

shortage of norepinephrine well into July22, this 

drug was never indicated on the FDA’s shortage 

list—limiting the steps that could be taken in 

response. 

PROBLEM 6: 
Inadequate supply chain planning 
and management

COVID-19 has revealed that the US does not have 

a system to coordinate and direct sharing of 

medications across institutions in different 

regions. Rather, the distribution of limited medical 

supplies has relied largely on pharmaceutical 

wholesalers during the current pandemic. 

Limitations of this approach include:

n  Pharmaceutical wholesalers use proprietary 

algorithms23 to allocate supplies according to 

their contracts with hospitals, retail pharmacies, 

group purchasing organizations, and others. 

However, such algorithms have been developed 

to address non-crisis market needs. 

n  A wholesaler’s ability to redistribute supply 

across facilities or geographic areas is limited by 

their lack of objective information on the burden 

of disease experienced by specific facilities as 

well as existing contractual agreements that 

guarantee certain levels of supply to purchasers 

across the country. 

n  Pharmaceutical wholesalers do not report 

inventory levels to the FDA, HHS, or any fed-

eral agency, and it is not possible to ascertain 

whether scarce resources are being distributed 

equitably and prioritizing areas and facilities of 

higher demand. 

Existing contracts with a particular group purchas-

ing organization or wholesaler may limit hospitals 

and pharmacies’ attempts to procure drugs in 

shortage. For example, hospitals participating in 

HRSA’s 340B Drug Pricing Program are generally 

prohibited from obtaining “covered outpatient 

drugs through a group purchasing organization 

or other group purchasing arrangement.”24 While 

HRSA has waived this requirement during the 

pandemic, clinics and hospitals may not have 

readily available mechanisms to access supplies 

or transport medi-cations to other facilities. 

    Inadequate supply chain management can 

indirectly lead to shortages. Without confidence 

in a national plan, institutions may opt to stockpile 

large quantities of certain drugs in the anticipation 

of a shortage and may be hesitant to divert their 

supplies to facilities with greater need.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QqKOJQ31rd8q3Jwedb3vr8sXvfaFzgar/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QqKOJQ31rd8q3Jwedb3vr8sXvfaFzgar/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QqKOJQ31rd8q3Jwedb3vr8sXvfaFzgar/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15-TU7zNI7WKNie8XaHgoqQk2jgWyyb01/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15-TU7zNI7WKNie8XaHgoqQk2jgWyyb01/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oOq1QIz0OEcsaBfgkJ7DrNp5LVNL8Pyg/view?usp=sharing
https://www.mckesson.com/About-McKesson/COVID-19/Pharmaceutical-Supply-Chain/
https://www.mckesson.com/About-McKesson/COVID-19/Pharmaceutical-Supply-Chain/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kt0ZouVNFqIOAWrGQJqyv8umji2rUKR7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kt0ZouVNFqIOAWrGQJqyv8umji2rUKR7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kt0ZouVNFqIOAWrGQJqyv8umji2rUKR7/view?usp=sharing
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ACTIONS TAKEN TO DATE
Congress
Congress took several actions to address drug 

shortages in the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and 

Economic Security (CARES) Act, passed in March 

2020. Among other provisions, this legislation: 

n  Introduced new reporting requirements on 

manufacturers about actual and expected med-

ication shortages, including shortages related to 

active pharmaceutical ingredients. Manufactur-

ers must now report the expected duration of 

the shortage and the reason for the shortage. 

n  Required all manufacturers to develop a risk 

management plan to assess and address short-

age risk. 

n  Required Medicare Part D plans to provide up 

to a 90-day (3 month) supply25 of covered 

Part D drugs to enrollees who request it. 

The White House
The Administration has also taken some steps in 

recent months to expand domestic production of  

critical medications. In May, HHS began providing  

contracts26 to US manufacturers for domestic 

manufacturing of essential medicines. Also in 

May, the White House issued an executive order27 

that allows the U.S. International Development 

Finance Corp to invest28 in domestic companies 

to promote manufacturing of pharmaceutical 

products that have been depleted by the 

COVID-19 pandemic. In August, another 

executive order29 required federal drug-procuring 

agencies (under the guidance of the FDA 

commissioner) to buy critical medications from 

American manufacturers and also aimed to 

accelerate approval of domestically-

manufactured products.

The Food and Drug Administration.
Over the last several years, the FDA has taken a 

series of actions to make drug production more 

resilient. These efforts include:

n  A drug shortage list. Through its drug shortage 
task force, the agency identifies drugs in short-

age, identifies alternative drugs for those drugs 

that are in shortage30, and alerts companies 

that make the alternative drugs to increase 

produc-tion to meet patient demand. These 

efforts have limitations, including a dependence 

on nation-wide, manufacturer-provided 

information and the lack of reliable and 

accurate public information31 about expected 

duration and location of shortages, supply 

status and location of available alternatives, and  

institutions and hospitals hous-ing available 

drugs.  

n  Guidance on production. The FDA has issued 
technical and regulatory32 guidance for drug 

man-ufacturers to promote innovation and 

improve quality32 of medical products, an effort 

aimed 

at mitigating drug shortages due to poor drug 

quality. However, the FDA has limited ability to 

enforce such actions.  

    Since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic 

started, the FDA has issued several guidance 

documents to help industry navigate rising drug 

manufacturing challenges.

n  Guidance on regulatory policies. The FDA has 

drafted several guidance documents33 to 

provide information to their staff, industry, and 

other stakeholders about updated processing 

procedures34 for user fee applications for 

medical devices, inspection and approval 

procedures35 for drug manufacturing facilities to 

ensure continued production of approved 

drugs, and regulatory requirements for the 

development and licensing of vaccines to 

prevent COVID-19.36

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WjYoE7KjIUV75Ikfa_Z747SNWEWGFBxB/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-S_-kOhJ4cue91SHYb6YUi7P_b5vAGbT/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-S_-kOhJ4cue91SHYb6YUi7P_b5vAGbT/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WeY_9_9tVQjIPYnSy3jDTBEUjMtdyJy6/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EySZMdYISqLImwobJPvSt8fOSr0aTCty/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Gknl70cl5kkQUA_9qld-MtvMGpjF9NcG/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JeJ_afJ_EI2L-z_dtCiuE2lLkKMkG5Vb/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JeJ_afJ_EI2L-z_dtCiuE2lLkKMkG5Vb/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kzhECjtoZKlCorFTW8LsiU0rk5R9jc7u/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kzhECjtoZKlCorFTW8LsiU0rk5R9jc7u/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14G2IaL0-pBoPxgegX3kZr8EyXudwW6QV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14G2IaL0-pBoPxgegX3kZr8EyXudwW6QV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14G2IaL0-pBoPxgegX3kZr8EyXudwW6QV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LYrx1-NGSsAB3wr8Xu3lKh5fyhqiNZzu/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1usk--o5bKWGACrGsgmZiQ7KspCaRTcJn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1usk--o5bKWGACrGsgmZiQ7KspCaRTcJn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1y5KOUrbUhoVc-EbUdVDnlt44wYEujE4X/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1956UTbBLUh-jpovP3RD206Fm3imCHLCx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1956UTbBLUh-jpovP3RD206Fm3imCHLCx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WjYoE7KjIUV75Ikfa_Z747SNWEWGFBxB/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WjYoE7KjIUV75Ikfa_Z747SNWEWGFBxB/view?usp=sharing
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n  Guidance on production of compounded drugs. 

The FDA issued a temporary policy guidance37 

to temporarily permit outsourcing facilities that 

are part of the global pharmaceutical supply 

chain to compound certain drug products for 

hospi-talized COVID-19 patients, provided the 

corre-sponding FDA-approved drugs appear on 

the FDA drug shortages’ list38 and have been 

reported by hospitals as drugs in shortage. 

n  Guidance on reporting manufacturing inter-

ruptions. FDA issued a guidance39 under 

Section 506C of the Federal Food, Drug and 

Cosmetic Act to ensure that applicants and 

drug manu-facturers report all interruptions 

and permanent discontinuances in the 

manufacturing of any drug materials that will 

eventually disrupt do-mestic drug production 

six months in advance. This policy reflects 

provisions established in the CARES Act 

passed in March 2020.

    Looking ahead, FDA has endorsed1 several addi-

tional proposals. These include a plan to provide a 

quality rating for manufacturers that would 

reflect the risk of a shortage and a proposal to 

lengthen expiry dates. Other proposals in 

Congress include a requirement that FDA 

maintain shortage lists by region40, permitting 

importation41 in the setting of a likely shortage, 

and incentivizing new manufacturing 

technologies42 less likely to result in shortages. 

Finally, some proposals focus on incentivizing43 

domestic manufacturing through tax breaks and 

forming a new office within HHS44 to support do-

mestic manufacturing of generic drugs.  

    Multiple bills have been introduced in Congress 

to incentivize domestic production of pharmaceu-

ticals. H.R. 6930 - MADE in America Act of 202043 

establishes tax incentives to increase domestic 

pharmaceutical and medical device production. 

H.R.6708 - Securing America’s Medicine Cabinet 

Act of 202042 seeks to expedite the approval 

of drug applications that involve domestic new 

drug manufacturing technologies that are likely to 

prevent and resolve a drug shortage and/or help 

maintain an adequate supply of critical medica-

tions for national emergencies. This bill would also 

designate eligible academic research institutions 

as National Centers of Excellence for Advanced 

Pharmaceutical manufacturing to promote re-

search and development of  active pharmaceutical 

ingredients in the U.S. S.3162 - Affordable Drug 

Manufacturing Act of 201844 would create an 

Office of Drug Manufacturing within HHS that 

would either manufacture generic medications 

itself or contract with others when it determined 

that (1) a drug is not readily available from existing 

suppliers, (2) HHS manufacture would facilitate 

market entry of other generics, or (3) such actions 

are necessary for the Office to carry out its duties.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fTBehECIhq_GM5UeSOXnYj-oEn3Nxr3u/view?usp=sharing
https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/drugshortages/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15rmi36zsbi-38FVMK5SPnLEtoGnbV1ZN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CdfazZvia-1mQpNIp9kpb2KlXydmvQt7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Afb37YGM-0dBiThRYnbKWejmSaq17gFq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Afb37YGM-0dBiThRYnbKWejmSaq17gFq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nawHQs17HrX3cIiXoAY6U_EnWaNQg2Q1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13EcEBoRWZsl3tvnZJ_oJQTapAiLhm0xG/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13EcEBoRWZsl3tvnZJ_oJQTapAiLhm0xG/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Afb37YGM-0dBiThRYnbKWejmSaq17gFq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nawHQs17HrX3cIiXoAY6U_EnWaNQg2Q1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nawHQs17HrX3cIiXoAY6U_EnWaNQg2Q1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Afb37YGM-0dBiThRYnbKWejmSaq17gFq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Afb37YGM-0dBiThRYnbKWejmSaq17gFq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bGPwPavkTFiVeRZrEDIU6GAWdSzHrKfN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lOvNYUK5-mA4vCtu-Y85gHe7_yaBR8LL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lOvNYUK5-mA4vCtu-Y85gHe7_yaBR8LL/view?usp=sharing
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RECOMMENDATION 1:  

FDA should timely disclose and mitigate 
demand-driven and local-level shortages 

In the event of a public health emergency declared 

by the Department of Health and Human Services, 

the FDA should expand its drug shortage surveil-

lance system to capture information on difficulties 

procuring drugs provided by drug purchasers such 

as hospitals, pharmacies, group purchasing organi-

zations, and wholesalers.  

    Adding a drug to the shortage list would allow 

the FDA to more quickly deploy the strategies to 

increase manufacturing that it typically reserves 

to drugs that it has incorporated in the shortage 

list. Such strategies include expedited review of 

manufacturing changes, assistance in establish-

ing new lines of production, extended expiration 

dating, or redirection of products from outside of 

U.S. markets. 

RECOMMENDATION 2:   

To strengthen pharmaceutical produc-
tion, Congress should authorize FDA to 
create and publish quality metrics for 
the manufacturing process.

The FDA has proposed the use of publicly avail-

able quality metrics45 to address drugs shortages 

that stem from poor manufacturing practices. To 

further this agenda, the FDA issued a guidance46 

in 2016 on how quality metrics could be used for 

evaluation of facilities. The agency also asked for 

funding  for development of quality metrics to 

improve oversight in next generation sequencing 

(diagnostics) in their FY 2020 financial budget.47  
    At present, FDA is currently implementing a 

voluntary industry reporting system46 of select-

ed quality metrics. However, the voluntary basis 

of this system constitutes a weakness. Industry 

stakeholders have questioned48 the legal authority 

of the agency to require domestic and foreign 

manufacturers to report the information needed to 

calculate quality metrics. 

    To resolve this issue, Congress should autho-

rize the FDA to develop, publish, and implement 

metrics that accurately reflect the quality of drugs 

produced at manufacturing facilities.

    The FDA will then be able to provide information 

about the risk of shortages coming from manu-

facturing to stakeholders such as drug compa-

nies, wholesalers and hospitals who purchase 

drug products. Purchasers will have the option 

to choose from manufacturers that have more 

resilient production capabilities, and competitor 

manufacturers may choose to enter the market 

if all available products have poor quality ratings. 

A quality metrics system will create incentives for 

manufacturing facilities to self-correct, and lead 

to improved product quality thus mitigating drug 

shortages. 

RECOMMENDATION 3:  

To strengthen the global supply chain, 
the FDA should establish a database of 
approved manufacturers of active  
pharmaceutical ingredients

When a drug manufacturer relies on another com-

pany to produce an API, the FDA must approve 

the API source. This is a lengthy and costly process 

often involving FDA inspections of the API manu-

facturer’s facilities. In a public health emergency 

where generic drugs are in shortage, drug man-

ufacturers must often find alternative sources of 

APIs quickly. 

    One option is to approve a new source for an 

API. However, a  long review process may delay the 

feasibility of this alternative. An alternative would 

be to find another existing manufacturer. But no 

https://www.fda.gov/drugs/pharmaceutical-quality-resources/quality-metrics-drug-manufacturing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LZEC892nd5t9jid2-MJq0iBlGdcaOGNW/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sUHL6KynQ0EXyIuRvacqhx5g5M30mOjn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LZEC892nd5t9jid2-MJq0iBlGdcaOGNW/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14C4DQ6YSVCexp_OsHUsce6hT1fzdJF_A/view?usp=sharing
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database currently exists to identify approved API 

sources for potential generic drug manufacturers.

An FDA database would accelerate the process 

of finding alternative suppliers that meet agency 

requirements.

RECOMMENDATION 4:  
To expand production capacity, FDA 
should expand the current mutual  
recognition agreement between the 
United States and Europe. 

The mutual recognition agreement between the 

United States and Europe, which was finalized in 

2017, allows the FDA and European regulators to 

recognize each other’s surveillance inspections of 

manufacturing facilities. However, the agreement 

only covers manufacturing facilities in the United 

States and Europe. With the concurrence of the 

Office of the United States Trade Representative, 

the agreement should be revised to cover inspec-

tions of Asian manufacturing facilities conducted 

by either the FDA or European regulators, and to 

cover inspections of manufacturing plants that 

produce active pharmaceutical ingredients as well 

as pre-approval inspections of finished products. 

    This expansion is very important given the high 

reliance on European and Asian countries to pro-

duce drugs and active pharmaceutical ingredients 

for the US market. This cooperation would increase 

the efficiency of FDA’s oversight of manufacturing 

facilities because it would help the FDA allocate 

resources towards inspecting facilities that have 

not been inspected and approved by European 

regulators, including in Asia.  

    In addition, mutual recognition agreements 

could be sought with other countries with ad-

vanced pharmaceutical markets such as Japan 

and Australia. The result would be having a greater 

number of facilities able to supply medications for 

the U.S. market for a cheaper cost to the feder-

al agency as well as a faster turnaround time for 

review and approval of manufacturing changes both 

in regular times and in the event of a public health 

crisis.

RECOMMENDATION 5:  

Congress should further incentivize  
domestic production of essential  
pharmaceuticals

Beyond actions to date taken by the administration, 

Congress can establish a legislative framework to 

describe, define, and sustain all activities to in-

crease domestic production of critical medications 

over time. Such a framework can focus investments 

and efforts where they will produce the greatest 

benefit, while maintaining a robust global market in 

pharmaceuticals. A proposal should:

n  Specify the characteristics of eligible drugs, appli-

cable circumstances, and eligible institutions for 

contracts for domestic manufacturers. Consider-

ations might include the potential for shortage in 

an emergency.

n  Empowering the FDA to require that manufactur-

ers demonstrate that they have and maintain a 

certain level of stockpile of APIs when  

approving a new drug. 

n  Empowering the FDA to expedite approvals of 

new drugs or manufacturing changes of existing 

drugs when the manufacturing process strength-

ens domestic manufacturing of key medications.

n  Empowering the FDA to track and publicly disclose 

the countries involved in the manufacturing of 

each drug commercialized in the United States, 

incuding its active ingredients and excipients.
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RECOMMENDATION 6:

The federal government should stand 
up a comprehensive effort to assess and 
manage the U.S. pharmaceutical supply 
chain.

Supply chain management in an emergency 

includes the assessment of available supplies, the 

ability to purchase additional supplies into and 

distribute from a government stockpile, and the 

ability to allocate supplies across the market in 

an emergency. These capabilities can be built to 

address serious drug shortages of all kinds and 

mobilized broadly during emergencies. Existing 

emergency authority exists in the Defense Pro-

duction Act and other laws, and Congress could 

broaden this authority for use for other critical 

shortages. 

    During an emergency, a comprehensive supply 

chain effort would involve collecting information 

about available stocks from the manufacturer to 

the end user, contracting for additional supplies 

(utilizing the Defense Procurement Act where 

necessary) for a national supply, and establishing a 

distribution system based on levels of need. Such 

systems should be built in non-crisis times, such 

that they can be quickly and efficiently deployed in 

the event of a public health emergency. 

    FDA should have the authority to declare a 

critical drug shortage. With this declaration, an 

agency empowered to manage the supply chain 

should be able to compel information about stocks 

of key medicines, and, where necessary for public 

health, redirect supplies to where most needed.  

The agency’s authority should include creating a 

pathway for sharing of supplies between end users, 

which should supersede contractual restrictions 

and other hindrances. 

    The use of a system for specific critical drug 

shortages outside of an emergency will support a 

state of readiness for a major national emergency.

RECOMMENDATION 7:  

When necessary to mitigate shortages, 
the Department of Health and Human 
Services should allow additional  
manufacturers to produce patented 
medications
    Two statutes permit the government to make 

copies of patented medications in shortage. The 

federal government should adopt a policy to use 

these laws as needed in a crisis, if companies 

cannot themselves produce sufficient quantities to 

meet the demand.

28 USC § 1498. This statute allows the federal 

government to permit additional manufacturers to 

produce patented drugs without approval from the 

patent holder as long as the patent holder is given 

fair compensation. 

The Bayh-Dole Act. This statute provides the U.S. 

government “march-in” rights that allow a federal 

agency, in special circumstances, to require the 

patent owner to grant a “nonexclusive, partially 

exclusive, or exclusive license in any field of use to 

a responsible applicant or applicants.” The Bayh-

Dole Act can be invoked if the patent holder was 

considered to be failing at taking “effective steps 

to achieve practical application of the subject 

invention.”

msocal
Inserted Text
 as measures of last resort,
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TABLE FDA Reported Drug Shortages during the COVID-19 pandemic. (Jan 31-present)

Name Therapeutic Category Day Posted COVID Relation

Pindolol Tablets Cardiovascular 2020-02-21 Relation Unknown

AVYCAZÂ® (ceftazidime and  Anti-Infective 2020-02-26 ICU care 
and avibactam) for Injection, 
2 grams/0.5 grams

Amoxapine Tablets Psychiatry 2020-03-09 Relation Unknown

Rifapentine Tablets Anti-Infective 2020-03-25 Relation Unknown

Nizatidine Capsules Gastroenterology 2020-03-27 Relation Unknown

Chloroquine Phosphate Tablets Anti-Infective 2020-03-31 COVID Treatment

Hydroxychloroquine Sulfate Tablets Anti-Infective; Other;  2020-03-31 COVID Treatment 
Rheumatology

Hydrocortisone Tablets, USP Endocrinology/Metabolism 2020-04-02 Indirect

Midazolam Injection, USP Anesthesia; Neurology 2020-04-02 ICU Care

Furosemide Injection, USP Cardiovascular 2020-04-07 ICU Care

Cisatracurium Besylate Injection Anesthesia 2020-04-08 ICU Care

Dexmedetomidine Injection Anesthesia 2020-04-10 ICU Care

Etomidate Injection Anesthesia 2020-04-10 ICU Care

Propofol Injectable Emulsion Anesthesia 2020-04-10 ICU Care

Azithromycin Tablets Anti-Infective 2020-04-14 COVID Treatment

Continuous Renal Replacement Renal 2020-04-22 ICU Care 
Therapy (CRRT) Solutions

Sulfasalazine Tablets Gastroenterology 2020-04-24 Relation Unknown

Hydroxypropyl (Lacrisert) Cellulose Ophthalmology 2020-05-01 Indirect 
Ophthalmic Insert

Famotidine Tablets Gastroenterology 2020-05-04 ICU Care

Famotidine Injection Gastroenterology 2020-05-05 ICU Care

Lithium Oral Solution Psychiatry 2020-05-06 Relation Unknown

Vecuronium Bromide for Injection Anesthesia 2020-05-06 ICU Care

Dimercaprol (Bal in Oil) Injection USP Hematology; Other 2020-05-11 Relation Unknown

Amifostine Injection Oncology 2020-05-21 Relation Unknown

Sertraline Hydrochloride Oral Psychiatry 2020-05-26 Indirect 
Solution, USP

Sertraline Hydrochloride Tablets Pediatric; Psychiatry 2020-05-29 Indirect

continued
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Notes: COVID treatment represents a drug that can be used in the direct treatment of COVID-19 infection; 

Indirect represents a drug whose shortage has been described as triggered or related to the COVID-19 

pandemic, though not due to the direct treatment of COVID-19 infection; ICU Care represents a drug 

commonly used in treatment of critically ill patients, such as patients with severe COVID-19 illness; and 

Relation Unknown represents drugs that were listed by the FDA on the shortage list during the COVID-19 

pandemic, but which lack clear evidence attributing this shortage to the pandemic itself.

Name Therapeutic Category Day Posted COVID Relation 

Timolol Maleate Ophthalmic Ophthalmology 2020-05-29 Indirect 
Gel Forming Solution

Timolol Maleate Ophthalmic Ophthalmology 2020-05-29 Relation Unknown 
Solution

Doxycycline Hyclate Injection Anti-Infective 2020-07-10 ICU Care

Leuprolide Acetate Injection Endocrinology/Metabolism;  2020-07-24 Relation Unknown 
Oncology

Chlorothiazide (Diuril) Oral  Cardiovascular; Pediatric 2020-08-12 Relation Unknown 
Suspension

Tobramycin Lyophilized Powder Anti-Infective; Pediatric 2020-08-24 ICU Care 
for Injection

Hydralazine Hydrochloride Cardiovascular 2020-09-08 ICU Care 
Injection, USP
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